Do you know
who is doing
what and
when on your
network?
A fast, reliable and well secured
network is of crucial importance to any
organization. Flowmon is the answer
to this challenge using leading edge IP
flow monitoring technology (NetFlow,
IPFIX) to give you the best solution for
network visibility. Go Flowmon and get
everything you need to enhance the
network & application performance and
stop advanced cyber threats. Gartner
recognized, Cisco and Check Point
recommended.

Network Visibility
Troubleshooting, capacity planning, bandwidth
monitoring, drill-downs, reporting...

Network Security
Network Behavior Analysis & anomaly detection
for proactive security approach.

DDoS Protection
Volumetric DDoS attack detection and
mitigation orchestration.

Network-based APM
Application Performance Monitoring for real
user experience measurement.

Manage and secure
your network
Flowmon Solution
Performance issues, unavailability of critical applications, security breaches. These can cause financial loss,
reputation damage, employee dissatisfaction and churn of customers. The Flowmon solution provides IT
operations with a deep understanding of network and application behavior to avoid these situations. Based
on performance, scalability and ease-of-use, Flowmon is trusted by companies globally, delivering them
monitoring, diagnostics and analytics for optimizing performance of their infrastructure.
Flowmon is a comprehensive platform including everything you need to get an absolute control over the
network through network visibility. With Flowmon Probes you will never miss any information about network
traffic. Flowmon Collectors are dedicated for collection, visualization, analysis and long-term storage of
network statistics. Flowmon modules extend the functionality of Probe and Collector to enable the advanced
analysis of flow statistics. Visit dedicated websites to learn more about Flowmon ADS for network behavior
analysis, Flowmon APM for driving user experience and application value, Flowmon Traffic Recorder for
complete data communication recording and Flowmon DDoS Defender, a solution for the detection and
mitigation of volumetric attacks.

Complete network visibility
Flowmon Collector provides network administrators and security engineers with a deep understanding of
what is happening in the network. Use its powerful features to get absolute control over the bandwidth
utilization, optimize network/application performance, troubleshoot quickly and keep the network protected
against modern cyber threats.

Dominance over cyber threats

Protect

Flowmon ADS (Anomaly Detection System) is a
powerful network security tool providing engineers with
dominance over modern threats. Utilizing sophisticated
network behavior analysis, an advanced artificial
intelligence based on machine learning, it permanently
observes and analyses data communication seeking
anomalies and revealing suspicious behavior. Thanks
to this ADS automatically eliminates risks that bypass
traditional solutions such as firewall, IDS/IPS or
antivirus.

Operational and configuration
issues are detected and
identified immediately.
Infrastructure is better
protected against external &
internal security threats.

DDoS protection
Unavailability of a critical customer application or
a crash of the internal system as consequence of
a DDoS attack can cause financial loss, reputation
damage or security risks. Are you ready for DDoS?

Flowmon DDoS Defender is a scalable anti-DDoS solution. It leverages statistics from routers or dedicated network probes with an advanced network traffic
analysis for real-time detection of volumetric attacks
led against HTTP/HTTPS applications and systems. It
provides the state of the art detection of DDoS, deep
understanding of attack characteristics and a full-range of methods for successful attack mitigation.

Real user
experience monitoring
Is your critical web application running smoothly? What
if your customers face a slow response of your business
application? What if you do not even know that your
employees are struggling with errors when working
with internal systems? How promptly do you detect an
error and the root cause? Flowmon APM (Application
Performance Monitor) solution proactively monitors
your business critical applications from the end user
perspective so you always know how they stack up.
With no agents on servers, no changes in configuration.
applications from the end user perspective so you
always know how they stack up. With no agents on
servers, no changes in configuration.

Reduce MTTR
Quick troubleshooting and
ticket resolution for network &
security administrators.

Get Evidence
Proactive detection of threats,
botnets, DDoS and other risks
undetectable by firewalls, IDS
and antivirus.

Analyse
Improving performance
of business applications,
enhancing user experience.

All in ONE
One comprehensive solution
for NPMD, security, DDoS
protection and network-based
APM.

“Flowmon is a cost-efficient, flow-oriented
NPMD tool that aims to meet the most
demanding of performance and scalability
requirements.”
Gartner

www.flowmon.com

Try Flowmon for free
It’s easy to start, get your Flowmon trial at
www.flowmon.com/en/download-free-trial

About Flowmon Networks
Flowmon Networks empowers businesses to manage
and secure their computer networks confidently. Through
our high performance network monitoring technology
and lean-forward behavior analytics, IT pros worldwide
benefit from absolute network traffic visibility to enhance
network application performance and deal with modern
cyber threats. Driven by a passion for technology, we are
leading the way of NetFlow/IPFIX network monitoring that
is high performing, scalable and easy-to-use. The world’s
largest businesses, internet service providers, government
entities and even small and midsize companies rely on the
Flowmon solution to take control over their networks, keep
order and overcome uncertainty. Recognized by Gartner,
recommended by Cisco, Check Point and IBM, Flowmon is
one of the fastest growing companies in the industry.

